Pre-Plant Assessment

Have any soil contamination events occurred? (Y/N) Are there any concerns with microbial contamination in your soil? (Y/N)

Is all fencing intact? (Y/N) Have any repairs or upgrades been made to your fencing? (Y/N)

Give a description of all the adjacent lands surrounding your production area. Are there any concerns with microbial contamination from adjacent lands? (Y/N)

Give a brief description of your production lands history. Are there any microbial contamination concerns from the land use history? (Y/N)
Give a brief description of wildlife concerns with your farm. Are there signs of intrusion? (Y/N) Have habitats been established near the field? (Y/N) Are there any microbial contamination concerns from wildlife? (Y/N) Explain measures you are taking to mitigate risks from wildlife on your farm

Completed your annual Water Inspection for all agricultural water? (Y/N) Has anything changed with your water since the completed inspection? (Y/N) If so, explain

Completed by _______________________________________
Signature ______________________________________